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A Characterization of the Finite Simple Group M(23) 
In this paper the sporadic simple group ilI(23) of order 
4,089,470,473,293,004,800 = 218 3’” 5’ 7 I I 13 17 23 
is characterized by the “structure of the centralizer of an involution” 
method. The group is defined and described in a paper by B. Fischer [2], 
and the following facts about M(23) can be found in this paper. 
The group X(23) contains exactly three con.jugacv classes of involutions 
D, 7’, and N with representatives LI, t, and II. The conjugaq class II is a 
conjugacy class of 3-transpositions, i.e., the order of the product of two 
elements from D is I, 2, or 3. Every element in I’is the product of 2 elements 
from D, and if t = d,d, -~:- dsda , then d, = d, or r/r : ~1~. Every element in 
:Xr is the product of 3 elements from II, and if n = r/,~l,cL, :: d,dsd, , then 
d, ~-- d4 or d, ~~~ dz or d, x O’, . The following table gives the order of the 
centralizer and the number of conjugates of an element in each of the three 
conjugacv classes. 
same of 
representative s 
d 
t 
I, 
Number of 
~‘w(u)(~) conjugates of x 
21”.3!‘.j”.7. ,I .,3 3’ 17 23 
21” 3” 5 . 7 , , 1’. 
38 
5. 13 17. 23 
21” 3s 5 5 7 II 13 17 23 
~LUN THEOKERI. Let d, be a jixed element in the conjugacy class D of 
elements of lW(23). Denote by AT* == C M(“,B)(dl) the centralizer of d, in ,‘11(23). 
Let G be a finite simple group containing an irwolution T whose centralizer in G 
is isomorphic to iIT*. Z’hen G is isomorphic to M(23). 
Now M*i(d,) G M(22) the sporadic simple group, characterized in an 
earlier paper by the author [5], w IC will be referred to as [AI1122] throughout h’ h 
the rest of this paper. 
The group M* does not split over cd,). The 2-part of the Schur multi- 
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plier of 112(22) has order 2, according to Griess [4]. Hence, .2Z* is a factor 
group of the representation group (in the scnsc of Schur) of A1!f(22). 
The group JZ(23) contains a subgroup n’.,3 of order 2’s 3” 5 7 1 I 23. 
Nz:< contains an elementary Abelian normal subgroup L,, of order 2” such 
that 5z3’Z,1, F JI,, , where -II,, is the quadruply transitive l\lathieu group. 
ilZ,:, is the automorphism group of S(4, 7, 23), the Steiner s!xtcm consisting 
of 23 points arranged in blocks of six 7 with each quadruple of points lying 
in a uniquely determined block. An X-oval in S(4, 7, 23) is a subset of size 8 
of the 23 points such that no 5 of them lie in an!’ block. (See Luneberg [8] or 
NXtt [9].) I,,, is the additive Ah&an group generated b\ 23 involutions 
c/, ,..,, d,, subject to the relations 
if / is a block or an E&oval in S(4, 7, 23), where we regard the 23 suffices as 
the 23 points of S(4, 7, 23). The elements of I,,, are shown in the following 
table. 
The action of the normalizer IYM(.&L,,) :Vzzs on L,, is that induced b\ 
the action of IVZ~~ on the 23 generating involutions. Without loss of generalit! 
we take lV23 to contain d, 
Let K m: M* n LV,, . The %(K) d, and K/z(K) c:~’ -\WF1 , where iY2r 
is the subgroup of M(22) described in [;2222]. 
Now K contains L,, and K/L,, z ilZ,, , moreover -Vs, is the semidirect 
product of .!I,,,) and M,, , [iVZ22]. H ence, K contains a subgroup I@~, such that 
Ill&d, IIZ~,? and z(_fix,,) =m ::d,I The 2-part of the Schur multiplier of 
M,, is of order 2, according to Burgoync and Fang [I]. Hence, I%‘~~ is iso- 
morphic either to :lil,, x C, or to the proper covering group of LX!,z by C’, . 
Now the irreducible character of smallest degree of M(23) has degree 782. 
(The full character table of 112(23) is to appear in the author’s paper [7].) 
This character must decompose into irreducible characters of I@,, on restric- 
tion to 11^3,, . Using the fusion pattern of ,\I* in M(23) it can be shown that 
Il?Z,, is not isomorphic to M,, u C, 
^ 
The character table of J!Zzl has been 
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calculated and the character of degree 782 does restrict to this subgroup. 
Hence, K is not a semidirect product of L,, by ,ld,, and :Vz3 is also a nonsplit 
extension. (‘This answers a question not answered in Fischer’s fundamental 
papers on groups generated by 3-transpositions.) 
In a private communication, K. Griess has informed me that the Schur 
Multiplier of the group ;VY1 is precisely C, :.; C’, . Hence, the structure of K _
is uniquelv determined, as the factor group of 111~~ c I,,, by the diagonal 
subgroup of its centrc, i.e. , a central product of :l?,, and L,, 
Number of 
conjugates 
(‘M’(S) of .Y in M* 
5”.7’II 13 I 
5.7.11 3 3:s 5 13 3510 
5. 7, II 9. 33. -j 13 3.510 
5 3”.5’7. II I3 
5 3j.5.7.11 .I3 
71. 3”. j’ , 11 ,3 
Proof. sow ‘ll*yd,’ “- .1(22), which contains esactly 3 conjugacy 
classes of involutions represented by elements d, t, and ti with centralizers of 
orders 2’” 3” 5 7, 1 I, 21i 35 5 and 2 l6 3”, respectively, [M22]. As a 
3-transposition is always a Konsquare (Fischer [2]) these elements all lift to 
involutions in iIZ*. ~Nuow ‘1, ,- d, CM, ,- t, and dt h IZ in .U(23), where 
.x -3’ means that .x is conjugate to y. Hence, d, and dd, lie in separate con- 
jugacy classes in 33*. Also t and dt lie in separate conjugacy- classes. 
The subgroup K of :lI* contains Svlow 2-subgroups of .llx. Hence, the 
order of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,,,,(n) is the same as the order of a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C’,(n’) where IZ’ is a representative of one of the conjugacy- 
classes in K which fuse to n in ;I{“. Now -1/1,, acts triply transitively on the 
set dg ,..., dz, . Hence, d, i- d, 7 d, has (?j) -= 1540 conjugates in K, and 
the 2-part of the order of its centralizer is 2’“. The 2-part of the order of the 
centralizer of the other involutions is at most 2’-‘. Thus, CA-(n) = 2” 3’ 
and n N nd, in M*. By taking a fixed element in Mzz and multiplying it by 
different elements m L,, , it is easy to find elements of order 4 whose squares 
are conjugate to t, td, and n, respectively. 
Lk a 3-transposition is a I\;onsquare and d and d, lie in ZI in .21(23), (1’ and d, 
are Konsquares. 
Finally, suppose s t &* and .s? dd, ‘l’hcn .x .t’~d, E /I/-: ‘d, 
satisfies (.x)’ d d, , and is a 3-transposition in /11(22), which yields a contra- 
diction. Hence, CM, is a Konsquare. Q.IC.1). 
\Ye now prove the main theoreln as a series of I,emmas. I,et G be a finite 
simple group containing an involution T with C,,(T) ?- JI*. We Lvritc 
(‘G(,) .I/* and consider the elements tl, rrti ,..., etc., as elements of G. 1Vote 
that in doing a calculation in G we ma! Lvork in JZ(23) while we arc in an\ 
col?iugatc of (‘(;(7i) ‘II*. 
I,EnwA 2. In G either T -c d OS T - nd arld no other conjqacy class of 
inaolutions in .II* fuses to 7r in G. 
Proof. The conjugacy classes are listed in Lemma I, relabeling c!, as 77. 
By Glaubcrman’s Lemma [3, Corollary I] every involution in a simple group 
fuses to another iu its centralizer. But TT is a Nonsquare and so cannot fuse to 
a Square. Hence, T - n or TT h ~(1 or 7~ x’ tl - vd in C;. 
suppose 77 - d -c rrd. Then T fuses to T multiplied by an!- conjugate of T 
which commutes with T. Hence, ndl - mf,d, , a contradiction as &,d, is a 
Square. Q.E.D. 
Proof. \Ve consider the character (I ,,*)‘; of the permutation representa- 
tion of G on the cosets of II* : 
(IM*)~~(Tr) 1 : 3510 
3 (mod 4). 
As T is an involution this means that (I,,{,)” (1) 3 (mod 4). Hence, 
G : JI” / 3 (mod 4) and 1 S i ~ 21x. 
By [M22, Lemma 41, I,,, is a characteristic subgroup of a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of :U(22). Hence, I,,, ch ‘4’. QED. 
LEblkrA 4. ~\T~;(Z,,l),‘l,l, z i\l,, . Ah TT - d. 
Proof. From Lemma 2 either TT h d or TT y nd. In either case L,, contains 
exactly 23 conjugates of 71 and NC;(LI,) permutes these 23 elements. Now if .x 
is any of these conjugates we know that NC;(I,II) n C,(x)/L,, z Mzz . Hence, 
N,,(L,,):L,, is a transitive extension of fIT2z . A theorem of Luneberg [S] tells 
us that ;\~C,(Z~,,)~I,,,, - JI,.,, . 
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Now :z’,(L,,) permutes elements in L,, and, hence, takes a set of ekments 
whose product is I to another such set. Suppose F ^U A, then ;I block 
.I CT, xc/, ,..., A61 is mapped by some element in ;V(;(L,,) to 
B {d,, ,..., “d&j, 
lvhere the product of the elements in L4 is I and the product of the elements in 
I{ is r. Hence, 7~ + nd and n - n. Q.E.l>. 
t’nder the action of IV~;(L,,), t - 7rd and n N nt. Suppose that the classes 
further fuse in G and that ZY/ 444 , whew rJ, , ii, , dzj t Il. Let ,V be ;I 
Sylow 2-subgroup of C’,,(xd) containing d, , d, , and L/~ . NOM 
s : s n Cc;(%) = 2; 
hence, at least one of tl, , ‘1, , or diS lies in C,(r); sav dl . ‘I’hen A, V, rl, d, , 
‘1, , c/:, all lie in C,(d,) e zIP. This is a contradiction as no involution in LIZ* 
can be \vritten as a product of a commuting pair of involutions from 11 and 
of a commuting triple of involutions from II in dI*. 
Hence, G has exactly 3 conjugacy classes of involutions which we call /I, T, 
and A-, with class representatives r!, t and n, respectively. Then: 
d t D ~ C,(d) = 218 .3”.5’*7.11 ‘13, 
tE7 ~ C,(t)1 =21x.3G.5.7.Il .ml, 
7‘1 t-l3 . ~ C,(n)’ = 2'H * 3" 5 m, ) 
xvhere m1 and m, are odd integers. 
LE?Iiu.4 5. m, ~= 1, rn? = 3. 
Proof. Supposc t = d,d, : d3d4 . ‘I‘hen ct, , (I2 , d, , d4 all lie in one Sylon 
2-subgroup of G, a conjugate of which lies in :1P. However, in :I[” ever! 
element in T is uniquely expressible as the product of a commuting pair of 
involutions from D. Hence, the same is true in C. Similarlv every element 
in Y is expressible as a product of a unique commuting triple of elements 
from /II. 
Thus, 
TV- iGI x 3510) ; 1 G 218.39.52.7.11 rL .13 218 .36. 5 .7.11 . m, 
giving WI, = I, and also 
i 
,G: ~-. __ 
218.3!).51.7,,1 .,3 x 3510 x 6931 x $ = F&P 1% 
glvmg ~77.~ = 3. Q.E.D. 
436 HUNl’ 
Let a(p) be the number of ordered pairs (01, /3) n E D, p t 7’ such that 
p ($)i for some integer i. ‘Then by [AI,f22, I,emma 81, Thompson’s group 
order formula gives 
G 2’8 . 3” * 5 . 7 . 1 I n(ct) -: 2’8 . 39 52 7 11 13 N(t) 
218 31" 5’ 7" 11’ 13 (l(rL), 
LEMMA 6. u(n) 3. 
Pt-oof. From the proof of I,cmma 5, 
w did.JEj Hence n(lz) 3. 
II is uniquely esprcssible as 
12.E.D. 
Imm.4 7. Jf ,x/3 2n and (q3)” ~ p, then N, /3 t C’&). 
Proof. This is clear. 
Imm~ 8. u(T)( -u(d)) ~~ 2817 :< 3510. 
Proqf. By Lemma 7 we need only consider involutions in C’(,(,) .\I”. 
The d’s in -13* are 3-transpositions. We seek pairs (d', t’) such that (~/‘t’)‘~ n. 
Fischer [2] shows that a group generated by three 3-transpositions is a 
homomorphic image of 2, x Z, ‘xx Zr:! , II2 ,/ ES , Za , or a group /I of 
order 54. /I occurs if and only if none of the 3-transpositions in the group 
commutes with anv other. 
sow if t’ d:,d, and d’ :- tl, we have the following possibilities. Here the 
nodes representing involutions are not joined if the involutions commute and 
are joined if the order of their product is 3. 
4 
1 d-2 The involution d’t’ is an element of 11 if and onlv 
if d, d, or d, d, . Otherwise the involution 
is an element of Y. 
4, 
‘The involution is d, , an clement of II. 
/ 
j ‘1, 
The involution is (dld2$)’ dl(dlyL2d:~, an 
clement of 7’. 
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From the table of involutions in M* we see that there are 3510 solutions to 
the first diagram and 3510 (3510-694) so u ions to the second diagram which 1 t’ 
give 7~ as the involution. (Any element in D in M* commutes with esactl! 
694 othesuch elements [M22]). Hence, a(n) 35 IO K 28 17. Q.E.D. 
I,r:>miz 9. u(rd)( =a(t)) --= 2R I 1 3” m= 25344. 
Prmf. \Ve take & as the representative of the conjugacy class T. \Z’e 
seek pairs of elements ti’, t’ in Cc,(&) such that (rl’t’)” nd for some integer 
Il. 
Let ‘I/ C,(nd) n C,(r). 
First suppose that d’ and f’ E Icf. Then we mav use the third diagram in 
Lemma 8, as :I1 is isomorphic to a subgroup of M*. Hence, t’ = d&r, 
d’ := d, and (t’d’)” = d,(d,)dsd:g. But then if d,(dJda”3 nd we know b! 
Lemma 5 that d, = n or t/i d. In neither case can t’ centralize T, contrar! 
to assumption. 
Hence, at least one of c/’ or t’ does not belong to 111. But C,(n) -= :lI* 
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Hence d’ lies in a conjugate of M”.. But in 
.\I’ no elements in D centralize t = d,dz without centralizing both d, :and dz . 
Hence, we may assume that d’ t AQf and t’ $ ilI. 
Now CG(nd) : M : = 2, and, therefore, M ~1 CG(rd). 
Let (d’)” = d” E M. Then d’d” i = 1, 2 or 3 as M *< CJX) --= JZ*. If 
d’d” I then d’ =. d” and the involution associated with the pair ((I’, t’) is 
d’t’ $ :I/ \vhich is not rd. Similarly if I d’d” 1 ~ 3 then the involution asso- 
ciated with (d’, t’) is (d’t’)” == d’t’d’t’d’t’ = (t’)“’ d” $ :lI and, thus, cannot be 
rd. E-f exe, r/Id” j 2 and d’d” is the involution with (cl’, t’). Thus, d’ = d 
or d’ m and t’ does not commute with n. Conversely, if t’ E C,,(nd)l M then 
I’ 77 d and (nt’)’ -= nt’nt’ rd. 
‘Therefore, a(~(/) 24, where II, the number of elements in 
(C,;(~d)\C,(~)) n 7’. 
Let J = 1\T23 n C,(nd). Then ~ J = 2ix 3’ 5 7. 
Let .V J be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Let i be an involution in S n T 
which does not centralize T or d. Here i acts on x ==~ ‘I, , d, ,..., d’,:, as a 
permutation of cycle type 1i2x. Let K, : NZ, n Cc(d) n C,(d,) : 
J A C,(d,), where d,; is one of the 7 elements in Lj centralized by i. Then 
K,,‘id,$ 3 K = iVZ2 n Chf(22)(nd) by [X22, Lemma 121, and, hence, 
c, @)I -:= 2’” 3 2 ; 2 i1 3. Now K1 is of index 21 in J and i is a per- 
mu&ion of tvpe I ‘2j on the 21 conjugates of Kl in J. Hence, ~ C.di)~ 
7” 3 7. Clearly, as in [:W22, Lemma 121 all such elements i lie in one - _ 
conjugacy class. 
Kow C,(d) : / : 89 1 3’ 1 I, and, hence, I CC.c;(ndr(i) C”.,(i) / 1 
where I is odd, 1 CC 891 and 1 i 35 5 1 I. Thus 
1. 1,3,5,9,11,15,27,33,45,55,81,99,135,165,243,297,405,49~,or891. 
If I 135 then Cc,Cnll,(i); 2” 3-’ 5 7 and i has 2’ 3’ ] ] con- 
jugates, i.e., u(&) magi 2x 3’ 11 25344, and the lemma is proved. 
In all casts ‘Gs 2’x~3~‘~5’~7~11~13~(6327~-256~3”~5~11/) 
and D 6327 -1. 256 3” 5 I1 /I. Then the character of the representa- 
tion of G on ll(I” has the values: 
1 I) 7’ .v 
11 3511 695 183 
This restricted to M* gives a permutation character of jI(22) with values: 
1) II’ .Y 
+(I 1) / ‘, 3511) 2103 439 183 
This permutation character is a combination of characters of transitive 
permutation representations of iVI(22). I ns ec ion .p t of the character table of 
31(22), see Hunt [6], shows that the only permutation characters of degree 
less than 40,000 which may occur are of degree I, 3510, 14080, or 17160. 
Probably the character of degree 17160 does not actually correspond to a 
subgroup. The use of these facts together with elementary applications of 
Sylow’s Theorems eliminates all values of 1 rxccpt 135. Q.E.I>. 
Kow using the values u(d) 2817 3510, 
a(t) = 25344, 
and u(n) _m 3, wc have 
I(;! _ ?I8 3” 5 7 . II 2817 3510 1- 2’s 3!’ 5 7. 11 13 .25344 
.! 31s 3”’ 5” 7’ ] ‘2 1-J 3 
=~ 219. 3’“. 5”. 7 ]] ]3 ]7 23, 
an d 
i D 1 3” 17 23 :- 31671. As in Lemma 9 the character of the reprcsen- 
tation of G on M* restricts to give a permutation character of :\1(22) with 
values 
1 1) ‘I’ 1v 
17591 2103 439 183 
Inspection of the character table of M(22) h s ows the only character with 
these values contains the principal character with multiplicity 3, indeed it is 
the sum of the characters of degree I, 3510, and 14080; therefore, C acts as a 
rank 3 permutation group on the conjugacy class II. Hence, D is a conjugac!- 
class of 3-transpositions, and G z M(23) by Fischer’s main theorem [2]. 
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